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Aim
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of auditory training on speech sound
perception tasks in patients with steep sloping high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss
WUKPICORNKſECVKQPYKVJHTGSWGPE[NQYGTKPIJGCTKPICKFU

Patients and methods
This study was conducted on 10 adults with steeply sloping high-frequency sensorineural
hearing loss using frequency-lowering hearing aids. Pretraining and post-training evaluation
tasks were prepared to evaluate the ability to perceive vowels and consonants of Arabic
language using lists of consonant–vowel–consonant and vowel–consonant–vowel syllables.
Perception tasks included speech sound recognition and discrimination. Arabic exercise tasks
were constructed and applied to provide directed training on voiceless consonant speech
sounds.

Results
The study demonstrated enhancement in consonant perception using frequency lowering,
provided the listeners were trained to conjugate between the newly perceived sounds moved
to a functional neurophysiological substrate sensitive to lower frequency sounds.

Conclusion
Auditory training with frequency-lowering hearing aids improves consonant perception in
individuals with steep sloping sensorineural hearing loss.
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Introduction
The spectral energy of many consonants – for example,
/s/, /∫/, /z/, /s/, /T/, /f/ – is primarily located in the highfrequency region; although these sounds are softer in
intensity, their contribution towards understanding
speech is critical. Severe hearing loss in that region will
cause difficulty in discriminating speech sounds [1,2]. A
cochlear dead region is an area of the cochlea in which
inner hair cells (IHCs) or auditory nerve fibers are not
functioning, and may cause such difficulties [3,4].
Audiometric characteristics associated with a highfrequency ‘dead’ region are as follows: thresholds in the high
frequencies greater than 90 dB HL; slope of the audiogram
greater than 50 dB/octave; extremely poor speech
recognition score in quiet and in noise; and distortion of
sounds such as ‘noise-like’ perception for pure tones [5].
Providing effective hearing-aid fittings for highfrequency hearing loss is a challenging and important
clinical task. The importance of this task becomes more
apparent when considering the development of speech
and language skills in the hearing-impaired pediatric
population [1].

Frequency-lowering algorithm refers to current
technologies that take high-frequency input signals
and deliver these sounds to a lower-frequency region
for improved speech understanding [6]. This can be
achieved with either nonlinear frequency compression
or linear frequency transposition. Nonlinear frequency
compression algorithm moves the sounds to an
adjacent area with less cochlear damage, where they
can be processed and amplified [7]. Linear frequency
transposition algorithm moves the unaidable highfrequency sounds to the aidable low-frequency regions.
The frequency at which transposition begins is called
the start frequency (the frequency where the hearing
loss is unaidable). Thus, instead of amplifying that
frequency, it transposes without amplification [8,9].
A preselected range of high frequencies is compressed
based on the listener’s hearing loss into a narrower range
so that global relations between different frequency
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components are preserved. It is assumed an important
application in cases of high-frequency cochlear dead
regions.
Auditory training may facilitate the wearer’s attention
to the transposed sounds and help users adapt more
quickly to frequency transposition by creating a new
perceptual image for the high frequencies.

Patients and methods
Written consent was obtained from all patients before
conduction of the study. The study was approved by the
local ethics committee. Ten adults with bilateral steep
sloping high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss
were selected. Audiometric thresholds were normal to
moderate at 250–500 Hz, mild to moderately severe at
1000 Hz, and severe to total hearing loss at frequencies
2000, 4000 and 8000 Hz.
Methods

(1) Pure tone audiometry, speech audiometry, and
acoustic immittance measures were used.
(2) Threshold equalizing noise (HL) test was used for
estimation of the cochlear dead region [10,11].
(3) Six participants were fitted with Inteo-19 (Widex,
Lynge, Denmark), whereas four were fitted with
NaidaIII hearing aid (Phonak, Stafa, Switzerland).
The master program was saved as default program.
Free-field-aided thresholds and live voice speech
tested thresholds were determined for verifying
the fitting.
(4) Speech sound perception evaluation was carried
out before and after auditory training. This
was conducted in a quiet room with the female
examiner sitting behind and to the side of the
tested ear. The female voice was adjusted using
sound level meter (Radioshack, cat no. 33.2050,
Fortworth, Texas, USA) starting with 45 dB SPL
for detection and then elevated by 10 dB for
discrimination tasks. Participants were instructed
before training and visual cues were used to ensure
that the participants understood the instructions.
Scores were taken as percentage of the correct
responses from the total number of stimuli at
each task.
Lists for speech sound perception were developed
for this study. They included lists in which vowels
are the target and lists in which consonants are the
target. Tasks for vowel recognition consisted of 30
consonant–vowel–consonant (CVC) syllables. The /a/,
/i/, /o/ vowels were randomly and equally presented
combined with /t/, /b/, /k/, /s/ consonants – for

example, /bo:b/, /bae:b/, /bi:b/. In addition, the lists
included monosyllabic words – for example, /mo:z/,
/?i:d/, /fa:r/. For vowel discrimination, a list of 33 pairs
of CVC words differing according to vowel height,
advancement, and length were presented.
The lists for consonant recognition consisted of 52
vowel–consonant–vowel (VCV ) syllables, in which
the initial and the last vowels /a/ or /i/ were the
same – for example, /asa/, /isi/, /ama/, /imi/. For
consonant discrimination, a list of 32 pairs of VCV
syllables was used. The pair differed on the basis of
the manner and place of articulation, voicing, and
emphatic nature (e.g. /asa/ and /asa/, /afa/ and /
asa/). Finally, a list of 24 pairs of words with target
consonant sounds in the initial, middle, and final
position differing according to voicing, emphatic
articulation, place, and manner of articulation were
presented.
(5) Auditory training was carried out for 4 days using
Arabic speech sounds recorded in an Egyptian
female voice and introduced through a computer.
The goal was to provide the participants with
directed training on voiceless consonant. The
criterion score for achievement on a particular
training task was 90% or greater. The sounds
selected for training were the most amenable to
the action of frequency transposition considering
their spectral content. The exercises thus targeted
/s/, /f/, /ƒ/, and /T/ sounds. Each sound was trained
at the syllablic, word, and sentence level. Tasks
involved matching, recognition and completion
tasks, in addition to counting the target fricative
in a list of sentences loaded with the target sound.
The training was constructed in a hierarchical
manner from easy to difficult.
Spectrographic analysis of the examiner female
voice speech sounds was carried out. Consonants
were distributed into three regions on the pure
tone audiogram: high-frequency fricative sector
(4000–8000 Hz); low-frequency fricative sector
(2000–5000 Hz); and low-frequency consonants
(below 2000 Hz) (Fig. 1).

Results
Figure 2 presents the pure tone audiometry of the 10
cases included in the study. Performance on speech
sound perception tasks using hearing aid master
program is summarized in Table 1. Participants’
performance of 90% correct response indicates no
specific difficulty.
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87.9 Pattern 2 and 4
71.9 Pattern 1, 2, 4, and 5
85.7/o/ as /a/
No
Prelingual
52
10

HA, hearing aid; VCV, vowel–consonant–vowel.

90.9

Height
Height, advancement and length

Height and advancement

Height and advancement

57.6 Pattern 2 and 3

86.2 Patterns 1 and 4
93.1
54.5 Patterns 1–5
79.3Patterns 1, 2, and 4
86.2 Patterns 2 and 4
79.3 Patterns 1, 2, 4, and 5
89.6 Patterns 2 and 4
37.9 Patterns 1–5
37.9 Patterns 1–5
90.6
100
71.9 Patterns 3–5
65.6 Patterns 1, 2, 4, and 5
87.5 Pattern 2
71.9 Patterns 1, 2, 4, and 5
87.5 Patterns 2 and 4
0 Patterns 1–5
34.4 Patterns 1–5
53.8 Patterns 2 and 3
84.6 Patterns 2 and 4
50 Patterns 2 and 3
57.6 Patterns 2 and 3
57.6 Patterns 2 and 3
57.6 Patterns 2 and 3
29.9 Patterns 2, 3, and 5
46.1 Patterns 2, 3, and 5
34.6 Pattern 2, 3, and 5

Discrimination (VCV)
Recognition
Discrimination

Vowel perception

93.9
100
78.8
90.9
78.7
93.9
100
87.8
39.4
100
0QURGEKſERCVVGTP
0QURGEKſERCVVGTP
85.7 /o/ as /a/
100
85.7 /o/ as /a/
100
78/a/, /o/ as /i/
71.4/a/, /o/ as /i/
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Prelingual
Postlingual
Prelingual
Postlingual
Prelingual
Prelingual
Prelingual
Prelingual
Postlingual
15
16
15
19
29
28
32
24
52
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Discussion
Frequency lowering is designed to transpose sounds
perceived by high-frequency regions in which perception of
high-frequency speech sounds is lost and moved to a lowerfrequency region for improved speech understanding. It is
beneficial when the hearing loss above 3000 Hz is 70 dB
or more and more than 70 dB HL at 1000 Hz [12]. Thus,
the poorest performance on master program was noticed
in case 9, who had the worst pure tone thresholds. Hearing
loss profiles that are not corrected or compensated for with

Recognition

The speech sound perception post-training revealed
positive changes in vowel and consonant perception
tasks except in vowel discrimination in a set of four
words. Training showed improvement in all consonant
perception tasks (Figs. 3–6 and Table 2).

History
of HA

(1) Pattern 1: Place of articulation within the same
frequency range.
(2) Pattern 2: Place of articulation within highfrequency range only.
(3) Pattern 3: Manner of articulation.
(4) Pattern 4: Voicing.
(5) Pattern 5: Emphatic nature.

Age Onset of
(years) hearing loss

Patterns of discrimination difficulties encountered
included the following:

Patients

(1) Pattern 1: All fricatives perceived as stops.
(2) Pattern 2: Consonants within a frequency range
are perceived as another consonant at the same
frequency range.
(3) Pattern 3: High-frequency fricatives are perceived
as another high-frequency fricative within the
same frequency range.
(4) Pattern 4: Voiced sound as unvoiced sound.
(5) Pattern 5: Inconsistent performance.

Table 1 Description of the performance of speech sound perception evaluation on master program

Patterns of consonant recognition were summarized as
follows:

Speech sound perception evaluation (master program) (%)

Distribution of consonant sounds referenced to pure tone audiogram.

Consonant perception

Discrimination (word)

Figure 1

Pure tone audiograms of the 10 cases with high-frequency hearing loss.

Figure 3

Mean scores on speech perception tasks using master program,
frequency lowering and after auditory training.

Figure 4

Distribution of the participants on the basis of their performance
on consonants recognition tasks with reference to the summarized
patterns in case of master program and with frequency lowering and
after auditory training.

regular amplification may benefit – that is, still suffer from
loss of sound perception for application of frequencylowering algorithm.

The overall performance of the participants showed a
stepwise increase in profile as the percentage of correct
responses at vowel and consonant level increased with
the use of frequency lowering and increased even more
after auditory training.

100

10

as /i/
and /o/
as /i/

as /i/
as /i/

VCV, vowel–consonant–vowel.

100
85.7/a/
85.7/a/
92.8
100
85.7/a/
64.2/a/
85.7/a/
100

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

96.9

100
96.9
93.9
93.9
100
96.9
93.9
100
90.9

55.2 Pattern 1

76.9 Pattern 4
85.7 Pattern 4
73 Pattern 2
69.2 Pattern 5
73.07 Pattern 4
76.9 Pattern 2
46.1 Pattern 1
76.9 Pattern 2
57.7 Pattern 1

Vowel
Consonant
discrimination recognition

100

90.6
96.9
84.4 Pattern 2
90.6
93.7
90.6
100
3.1 Patterns 1–5
65.6 Pattern 3
93.9

82.2 Pattern 2
82 Patterns 2 and 4
87.9 Pattern 2
65.5 Pattern 3
93.1
82.2 Pattern 2
86 Pattern 2
62 Pattern 3
58.6 Pattern 3

Consonant
Consonant
discrimination (VCV) discrimination (word)

Consonant perception

Consonant
recognition

Consonant perception

100

100

96.2

100

100

96
96.6
96.9
93
100
96
100
86.2 Pattern 2
89.7 Pattern 3

Consonant
Consonant
discrimination (VCV) discrimination (word)

100
100
92.3
93
100
100
100
100
85.7/a/ as /i/
100
100
100
100
96.9
92.3
87.5 Pattern 2
85.7/a/ as /i/ 87.8 Advancement
100
100
100
100
93.7
93.7
92.8
100
100
100
85.7/a/ as /i/
87.8
88.4 Pattern 4 78.7 Pattern 2
100
93.9
88.4 Pattern 5 93.9

Vowel
discrimination

Vowel perception
Vowel
recognition

Figure 2

Vowel
recognition

Vowel perception

Table 2 Performance of the 10 patients in speech sound perception before and after auditory training using frequency lowering algorithm
Patients
Pretraining speech sound perception evaluation (%)
Post-training speech sound perception evaluation (%)
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Figure 5

Distribution of the participants on the basis of their performance on
consonants discrimination [vowel–consonant–vowel (VCV)] tasks with
reference to the summarized patterns in case of master program and
with frequency lowering and after auditory training.

It was noticed that most vowel errors were restricted
to confusion between back vowels such as /a/, /o/,
and front vowel /i/. Difficulties in discrimination
mainly involved discrimination based on height and
advancement independent of length.
With the use of master program the participants
had difficulties with recognition of consonants in
all ranges. They perceived fricatives as stops and
consonants within any frequency range were perceived
as another sound within the same frequency range. In
addition, devoicing of sounds and restricted difficulty
within high-frequency regions were encountered in
few cases.
After the use of frequency lowering, some participants
still perceived fricatives as stops. Marked confusion was
encountered in some participants and thus revealed an
inconsistent pattern, and some participants perceived
high-frequency fricatives as another high-frequency
fricative within the same frequency range. Devoicing
pattern was noticed by only one patient.
The concept of auditory training is to help cortical
reorganization such that a cortical region that was
previously responsive to only one frequency may be
reorganized as a consequence of learning; thus, it
becomes responsive to another frequency [13]. This
may explain the improvement in speech perception
tasks noticed after auditory training as only one
participant showed no improvement in perception
at high-frequency fricatives and another had voicing
difficulty.

Figure 6

Distribution of the participants on the basis of their performance on
consonant discrimination [vowel–consonant–vowel (Word)] tasks with
reference to the summarized patterns in case of master program and
with frequency lowering and after auditory training.

limited the discrimination difficulty to discrimination
based on place of articulation within high-frequency
range, manner of articulation in final position of the
word and voicing. Thus, frequency lowering could not
help much in discrimination, which requires attention
to low-intensity sound. Auditory training helped in
overcoming this difficulty, and only two patients did
not show improvement in discrimination of close
spectral high-frequency sounds at both CVC and word
level. At the word level, participants were helped by
guessing the meaning of the words.
In the present study, there was slight overall benefit
with auditory training; although directed to consonant
sound, it helped in the improvement of vowels and
untrained sounds. Auriemmo et al. [14] showed that
training with the frequency transposition program
resulted in improvements in consonant and vowel
identification. The improvement in overall consonant
perception in post-training evaluations task at all levels
was supported by a number of studies [14–17]. The
training effect on intelligibility of speech and quality
of life was outside the scope of the study. The short
duration of the training program, the limited sounds
targeted in the training program, the use of two
different frequency-lowering techniques, as well as the
inclusion of prelingual participants who lack previous
knowledge of the sounds may underlie the variable
pattern encountered during description of the patient
performance.
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